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PREFACE

Hundreds of years before European contact, my ojibwe ancestors were told of

future evenrs by their spiritual leaders who warned of unimaginable changes that

would take place with the coming of a "light-skinned people." These prophecies

described the struggles that Anishinaberpeople would face to keep our culture and

eurselves alive. They foretold that our way of life would be nearly lost but would

eventually be regained. Elders today explain that this was a prediction of both

European colonization and the Native American cultural resurgence that started

in the r97os. As you will find in reading this book, community-based ParticiPatory

research (CBPR) has a fundamental role to play in this resurgence'

As both an Anishinabe woman and an archaeologist, I set out to understand how

archaeology might beneÊt from engaging CBPR. I started this research inspired

by another cenrfal prophecy and teaching from ojibwe oral history as related by

Eddie Benton -Banai QgTg), Grand Chief of the Three Fires Midewiwin Society:

The teaching tells of a time when the Anishinabek, along with others globally,

will face a choice between two paths. one path is made of scorched grass, signify-

ing short-term success but eventual destruction..The other Path is a lush trail that

leads to a future oflasting peace. The teaching states that the second path is one of

l. The Anishinabek are the ìndigenous peopie from what is now tie midwestern region of the

United States and Canada. The Anishinabe peoples include Ojibwe' Odawa, and Potawatomi

communities who share a cultural identiry and are related through kinship and language'
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compassion' choosing this path involves finding ways to combine our Indigenoussysrems ofknowredge and traditionar *uy, of,-'d.rstandingwith 
those of 

.w.estern
sclence. Joining these forms of knowledge can iour spiritual leaders teu us v.e have reached ,n:ntttutt 

our strength as a society.

lenge for our generatio

"r1l.b,'d;;;';;;,'il,îi*"J,:'"1i;:ijil#::;#::';ff "ï-
This teaching has ins

archaeology. I embarked
practices that allow for the
ings. I hoped to find a

logicar science uno .o.,t"t"urch 
methodolosv thlt enabled people with archaeo-

;,::'l:Hi#rï,""'.#:t:,""'1ïJ"ïÏ.ï:','î'"',:,ïry*:::'":;
to their cultural heritage. 

in their efforts to regain und ,t."ngÀ"n ,¡.i'. 
"-orri..rio.r,

What I found was co¡.,"'ffi*üi,i"i,í;'J;i:1ïi:îî,î,î:ïïh:;äï:,ä*
d",u,r, i o* .o-;,',, 

:ï1 
:ï:i:::,,åï::ïi ffi : ;î::*: ***ties-is the framev¿ork for archaeology,s future.
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ONE A Sustainable Archaeology

Archaeology is at an exciting juncture. As those in the Êeld explore new directions,

facets ofarchaeological research simultaneously evoke tensions, raise ethical dilem-

mas, and open possibilities. One such area is how archaeologists have engaged

with Indigenous, descendant, and local communities. The past two decades have

brought important changes to the ways archaeologists see these communities and

are shifting their relations with them.

Another area ofchange is how archaeologists engage the public at large. Public

involvement, heritage management, and collaboration with communities are now

major concerns, and archaeologists are responding to the public with serious schol-

arly attention. The public shows a growing interest in archaeology. Beyond reading

about archaeology, people are visiting archaeological sites and participating in cultural

heritage tourism in higher numbers (Gazin-Schwartz zoo4;Holtoú zooT). One recent

study (Mandalazoog) found that 78 percent of all U.S. leisure travelers (rr8.3 million

adults each year) now participate in cultural and/ orheritage activities.

As archaeology matures as a discipline, archaeologists (and those outside the

field) have begun to reflect critically on its current and future directions' The

movement toward community engagement and heritage management combined

with archaeology's involvement with heritage tourism demand that archaeolo-

gists develop new skills, methodologies, and practices' The next generation of

archaeologists will be quite different from those of past decades, and as a result,

archaeology students must master nev/ types of skills and training.
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Pondering the goals and potentials of social science research in the decades

to come, Paulo Freire (Couto r99i, 25) argued for the need to "problematize

the future." He stated that, "The future depends on what we change or what we

preserve." Freire, a Brazilian sociologist, is widely known for developing collab-

orative research partnerships with community members in his home country- His

work focused on solving community-identified problems, most notably, adult illit-

eracy. His concept is Profound: strengthen human agency over the possible futures

that people and communities can create (Couto 1995). To meet the needs of the

next generation, archaeologists need to actively, intentionally "problematize the

future." 'What does that meanl Among other things, it means thinking hard about

involving communities. And it means engaging with archaeological places and

landscapes in ways that have long-term sustainability.

If we problematize archaeology's future, three important considerations come

totheforefront:theissue ofrelevance, thequestion ofaudience, andconcernsabout

benef*. Archaeological research is not a necessity to most nonarchaeologists; it

is a luxury. Moreover, this luxury has real-world economic, social, and political

impacts on people's daily lives. These consequences continue long after excava-

tions end. In decades past, archaeologists often did not think about these impacts,

nor did they hold themselves as accountable for them. For some time now, how-

ever, archaeologists have been grappling with how to define their rçlationship with

the contemporary world. They simply cannot function as they once did'

Notably, archaeologists now struggle with how archaeological research relates

to society. They are concerned with questions such as: Who has access to archaeo-

logical researchl 
.Who 

benefrtsl In what waysl Although concerns of relevance are

now central, these are not new issues for archaeologists . Fritz andPlogQgTo, 4rz)

raised these issues four decades ago, and their words apply today: "We suspect

that unless archaeologists find ways to make their research increasingly releïant

to the modern world, the modern world will find itself increasingly capable of get-

ting along without archaeologists." Archaeological projects comPete for funding

dollars and public attention against life-and-death problems: wars, public health

issues, human rights concerns, and environmental collapse (Pyburn zoo3; Sabloff

zooS). Archaeological research may not seem as urgent or important in the minds

of taxpayers and citizens. However, the ethical implications of conducting archaeo-

logical research are immense. Excavations and cultural tourism have had many

negative effects on community members, who have been routinely excluded from

heritage management and decision making.

In many communities where archaeologists work, local residents have lim-
ited access to the knowledge and other benefits from the research that is taking

piace in their own backyards. Clearly, archaeologists musr become mo¡e involved

with and must make their work relevant to wider, nonacademic audiences. Some

archaeologists now engage communities in the archaeological process to increase

archaeology's relevance. "Community archaeology" is growing. Over the past

two decades, archaeologists giobally are increasingly intersecting in complex and

nuanced ways with a range of descendant and nondescendant communities and

public audiences (Marshall zooz; Simpson zoro). These developments offer posi-

tive directions for archaeology. Elsewhere, I've argued that they consritute a para-

digm shift toward collaborative research vithin the field-a shift that is occurring

across the social sciences (Atalay zooSb).

To develop effective methods for collaborating with descendant and local com-

munities, we have to look critically ar current archaeological practices with an eye

to improving them. Developing collaborative methods and practices for archaeol-

ogy while creating the theoretìcal and ethical guidelines that must accompany such

practices holds the promise ofbuilding a possible furure for archaeology. It is an

archaeology that is engaged, relevant, ethical, and, as a result, sustainable.

COMMUNITY-BASED PARTICIPATORY
RESEARCH

Relevance and audience are not new issues for archaeology. However, the disci-

pline now seems serious about addressing them. Archaeology's future direction

appears closely linked with successes in these areas. Already, many archaeolo-

gists seem interested in exploring how to involve local communities in research

in substantive ways. Most archaeologists today take seriously the need to share

knowledge results with multiple, diverse publics through archaeological education

programs. However, democratizing knowledge production now forms a cutting
edge of change for archaeologists and how they do their work. The theoretical

basis for collaborative pracrice is firmly established in archaeology. what remains

to be established are effective merhods for putting collaborative theories and con-
cepts into practice. Problematizing the future of archaeology requires identify-
ing new methodologies. This is what we need to create the future we envision as

possible for our discipline.

There are many ways to work collaboratively in archaeology. Community-
based participatory research (or cBPR) is one approach. It has remarkable potential
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for archaeologists who seek to engage with Indigenous groups and a wide range

of public audiences and local communitìes. For example, CBPR brings reciprocal

benefits to each partner, and it allows communities to build capacity in many ways.

Another central CBPR tenet is to value information and ways of knowing contrib-

uted from diverse knowledge systems. This is crucial for archaeology and com-

munities, because Indigenous people and other descendant and local communities

have experienced disenfranchisement from their own past and their own ways of

understanding, engaging with, and preserving it.

Stoecker (zoo4) provides an excellent example ofthe value CBPR places on com-

munity knowledge in his discussion of the hantavirus outbreak in the southwestern

United States in 1993. Those studying the outbreak were initially unsuccessful at

pinpointing the virus killing people on the Navajo reservation. Community mem-

bers were not comfortable talking about death with outsiders, leaving the U.S.

Centers for Disease Control (CDC) with no useful data to solve the health crisis.

Relying on Navajo traditional knowledge, a Navajo public health researcher used

CBPR principles and practices to identify the virus and its cause. Navajo teachings

told of the connection between excess rainfall and increased mouse populations,

which would result in bad luck and poor health. This knowledge, corhbined with

what Stoecker terms "scientifically derived knowledge," helped those involved to

identify and control the hantavirus outbreak.

This traditional Navajo knowledge is now listed on the CDC website. The

experience led the CDC to develop community advisory committees that support

further community-based research practices. CBPR played a critical role in solv-

ing this health crisis by taking seriously Navajo teachings, which have too often

been dismissed as "myth" or "storytelling." Stoecker concludes, "Lives were

lost by ignoring community knowledge, and others were saved by treating that

knowledge as legitimate."

A CBPR approach combines knowledge that has been arrived at through dif-

ferent traditions and experiences: This is one of its great strengths. CBPR also

requires that scholars and community members develop equitable partnerships.

Their projects must be community-driven and must address concerns that matter

to members ofdescendant and local groups.

These principles of CBPR set the research compass for this book. My goal has

been to explore how the principles and practices ofCBPR can apply to archaeology.

How would working together within a CBPR framework to create knowledge that

is beneficial to both archaeologists and communities look "on the ground"l How

might CBPR change day-ro-day practice and fieldworkl What challenges might

be involved, and are they insurmountablel How might these practices impact,

even change) the way the archaeological research ofthe next century is developed,

funded. and carried outl

ARCHAEOLOGY THAT MATTERS

Lives are rarely saved or lost in archaeological research. Archaeologists don't cure

epidemics, solve poverry, stop the abuse of battered women, or save our diminish-

ing forests. But the archaeological record is not only afnite resource but also a very

important one. W'e can all benefit and learn from it. In his recent book, Archaeologjr

Matters, Sabloff (zoo8) provides examples of how archaeology projects make a differ-

ence in the real world. Others demonstrate how archaeology figures prominenrly in

nationalism (Arnold ry92;Kohl and Fawcett r996; Kohl, Kozelsky, and Ben-Yehuda

zooT; Meskell r998); politics (Kane zoo3; Layton r989; McGuire zoo8; Shanks zoo4);

and in documenting genocide (Komar zoo8; Martin r995; Zimmerer zoo8).

Furthermore, many communities care deeply about the sacred areas, cultural

places, and archaeological sites that are near them or to which they have a cultural

connection. CBPR can help communities solve their problems-real problems in the

real world. Multiple knowledge sysrems and forms of data can contribute immensely

to understanding the past and to managing and protecting archaeological sites and

materials. The reciprocal nature of CBPR means that, while parrnering with commu-

nities in ways that benefit communities, archaeologists also research subjects of inter-

est to them. CBPR provides a method for a community and an archaeologist to work
together to pursue a research design that benefits them both as equal partners. Both

build skills and increase knowledge that can be applied ro orher areas of research,

particularly for how sites can be protected and managed respectfully.

The methodology of community-based research is a crucial step forward for
archaeology. It moves concerns about sustainable, reciprocal research with com-

munities from theory to pracice. At least, this is what CBPR aims to do. But the

inevitable questions follow: How does this goal rranslate into practicel How does

CBPR hold up on the ground in real-life archaeological fieldwork situations with
diverse communities across the globel

THE GLOBAL ÀPPLICÀBILITY OF CBPR FOR

T,RCHAEOLOGY

Today, archaeological research and cultural tourism are having major impacts

on a diverse range of descendant and local communities globally. Many people,
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in communities and academia, are concerned about managing and protecting cul-

tural places and materials. As state and national budgets tighten, local communi-

ties may continue to find themselves pulled further into heritage management. They

may also be the ones expected to care for and protect traditional cultural ProPerties.

Although much of the CBPR research has been done with Indigenous communi-

ties or with those n¡ho are economically disadvantaged, the approach is not limited

to them. A growing literature now documents how CBPR is being used outside of

poor, "minoriry," or marginalized communities. All of this makes CBPR equally rel-

evant and timely for archaeological collaborations with a wide range of descendant

and local communities. I first experienced the power of the CBPR approach on the

ground in an archaeological research partnership with a communiry in Turkey.

I came to understand the global applicability of CBPR for archaeology through

analyzing clay and studying foodways at çatalhöyük, a 9,ooo-year-old village

site in rural Turkey. After only a short time of doing"archaeological research at

Çatalhöyük, I realized that I had to draw on different knowledge systems, work

in partnership with the community, and create research that was relevant locally.

These core values of CBPR are, I learned, as important in rural Turkey as they are

among Native Americans or any other descendant community.

In North America and other Indigenous communities, cultural and spiritual

beliefs and kinship connection to the places and items of the past are powerful and

must factor into the research equation. Not so in rural Turkey. There, other factors

held sway. Gender differences, class standing, and other issues of power played

central roles in disenfranchising people from their heritage. What I found most

surprising is how deeply entwined these issues are with archaeology in Turkey.

Even-or perhaps especially-among local residents in the villages surround-

ing Çatalhöyük, where people espoused no cultural connection to the site where a

roo-person team of foreign excavators had come to investigate.

My early convictions about involving local communities in the reseaich process

were confirmed once I learned the Turkish language. I spent time living locally and

talking in more substantive ways with community members in the region. Local

residents regularly spoke to me and others about their involvement with the site

as laborers, and they were pleased to have the income that working at the site pro-

vided (Bartu zoo5). Although locals clearly demonstrated interest in the research

being carried out, a level ofdisenfranchisement had obviously taken place. They

were disconnected from the cultural heritage of their country.

The Çatalhöyük project is exceptional for its concern with the social context

of archaeology. This is not surprising. The project's director, Ian Hodder, has

written extensively about multivocality and has developed a "reflexive methodol-

ogy" (Hodder r999). Several social anthropologists have studied rhe inner work-

ings of the archaeology taking place ar Çatalhöyük-and with the full support of
Dr. Hodder and the Çatalhöyük project.

Social anthropologist Ayfer Bartu has done some excellent work on the role of
communities at the çatalhöyük site, and her findings are central to the discussion.

Bartu's research (1999, zooo, zoo5, z.oo7) focuses on the impact that archaeologi-

cal excavations at Çatalhöyük have had on local residents. She has documented

the economic and social benefits as well as other consequences ofthe excavations

locally. Bartu's v¡ork also demonstrates that involving nonarchaeologists in doing

archaeology is as relevant and of value among the rural communities in Turkey as

it is in Native North America or elsewhere. The local circumsrances are different,

but the relevance is clear. A methodology that involves communities in the research

process (making it participatory) gives communities the power to create and share

knowledge that is relevant and of use ro them (community-based). Archaeology

can only benefit by embracing these values and methods.

¡.RcHÁEoLo cy's col¿pl-sx REL¡,TIoNSHIps
WITH INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES

within many Indigenous communities, the move to make research accessible and

relevant involves Indigenous peoples not only as important audiences for research

but also as partners in planning the research and carrying it out. This shift away
from research "on and for" communities toward research '.by and with,, them is
well under way in Native American and Indigenous studies (McNaughton and Rock
zoo3; Jackson ry9).lt is also seen in public health, natural resource managemenr,

and sociology.

At this juncture of the discipline, archaeology's sustainabiliry is linked to col-
laboration. Research endeavors must be relevant to, accessible by, and done for
the benefit of local communities. 'when we consider the future of archaeology,
especially in view ofwhat young scholars entering the profession qzant ro do, the
direction is unmistakably toward collaboration with communities. For the next
generation of archaeology students, these concepts seem to form a fundamental
and natural part oftheir knowledge base. In response, their education and training
require effective and rigorous models of collaborative practice.

Yet, negotiating collaborative relationships remains complex, especially berween

archaeologists and Indigenous peoples. In the united States, consultarions berween

archaeologists, museum professionals, and Native Americans have increased as a result
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ollegal manåares: most norably, the National Historic preservarion Aç¡ of 1966 and its
amendmenrs; the National Museum of the American Indian Act (NMAI Act) of r9g9;
and the Native American Graves prorection ancl Repatriation Act (NAGpRA) of r99o.
Some of the consukadons initiated under NAGpRA or the NMAI Act developed into
collaborations between communities and archaeologists. positive worHng relationships
grew beyond those reçired by law. corlaborations arso deveroped between archaeoro-
gists and Indigenous communities independent oflaws, both in the united States and in
other setder countries, including Canada, New Zealand, and Australia.

Archaeologists and communities-Indigenous peoples as welr as descendant
and nondescendant, local resident groups-are, in îact, improving existing rela-
tionships and forming positive new ones. Recent literature gives evidence of this
trend. when the will to work together exists, Indigenous people and archaeorogists
can Ênd ways to parrner effectively in conducting archaeorogicar projects that pro-
duce rigorous results ofinterest and use for both partners (for example, Ailen et al.
zooz; Ardren zooz; Clarke et al. zooz.l Crosby zooz; Dongoske zooo; Ferguson
and colwell-chanthaphonh zoo6; Fredericksen zooz; Friesen zooz; Gonzarez
et al. zoo6; Kerber zoo6; Nicholas and Andrews 1997; Rossen zoo6, zoog;Swidler
1997; Silliman zooSa; smith and Jackson zooT; Smith and 'w'obst zooS; wircox
zoog). According to this literature, working together in various capacities on
archaeological projects can be highly productive and successful.

However, tensions remain. Native Americans and other Indigenous communi_
ties do not always see eye ro eye with archaeorogists. while the number and vari-
ety ofcollaborative projects have increased, archaeologists engage with Indigenous
and other descendant communities mostly for public education or in u 

"orrrrltu-tive format. unforrunately, these relationships stilr do not involve equar partner_
ships or substantive power sharing. yet that is precisery what is required ,o ,,'oo"
toward a decolonized archaeorogy that can have not just rong-term sustainability
but also moral integrity as a discipline. Archaeorogists, Native American studies
scholars, as well as community members and American Indian poricy makers have
all called for improved relationships, which invorves more substanrive partnerships
with American Indian nations. Amy Lonetree (in press, zorz) has examined muse-
ums and their changing relationships with and representations of Native Americans
through time. She points out (zoog) that archaeorogists and museum professionars
often subscribe to a "narrative of progress,, for archaeology and museology, yet
critical imbalances between these professions and Indigenous communrties .e-ar'
unresolved' similarly, Boast (zorr) points to the "fundamental asymmetries) appro-
priations, and biases" that museums of the twenty-first century must stiil address.

A major issue in the united States is the struggle of many Native peoples to repa-

triate nearly r2t,ooo Native American individuals who have been termed "culturally

unidentiÊable" and who are held by museums and federal agencies throughout the

country. The Native American Rights Fund, the National congress of American

Indians, along with many Native American nations have stated their positions on

this issue of culturally unidentifiable human remains, and their positions are mark-

edly different from most professional museum and scientific organizations (Atalay

zoo8a; Marek-Martinez zooS). Within the area of Indigenous archaeology, a num-

ber ofscholars (Atalay zoo6, zoo7, zoo8b, zoro; Jackson and Smith zoo5; Nicholas

zoo6; Smith and Jackson zoo6; Smith and wobst zooS) are working to resolve the

tensions berween Indigenous communities and archaeologists by moving the dis-

cipline toward a decolonized practice. Efforts to decolonize archaeology reflect

broader critiques of research methods as well as cross-disciplinary calls for decolo-

nizingthe way research is planned and conducted on a global scale.

PALPABLE TENSIONS, EXCITING
POSSIBILITIES

The research I present in this book moves within a complex position: palpable
tensions exist alongside exciting possibilities. cBpR methodologies emerged from
critiques of conventional researcher-driven approaches and from scholarship and

activism that names and problemitizes the power imbalances in current practices.
GBPR strives to conduct research based in communities and founded upon core
community values. with these broader critiques in mind, I wanted to consider how
archaeology might be practiced if the concepts of decolonization and postcolonial
theory were applied to the discipline. How might archaeological research change

to create a reciprocal practice that truly beneÊts communities, at least as much as it
benefits the scholarly interests of archaeologistsl

DECOLONIZING RESEARCH PRACTICES

Scholars, activists, and community members have raised critiques of current
research practices in general (Smith 1999; W'ilson zoo4; Mihesuah r99g, zooo,
zoo5; Mihesuah and wilson zoo4; Nahanni ry77) and,particularly of anthropologi-
cal research (Deloria Jr. ry69l' Smith 1999; McNaughton and Rock zoo3; Sahota
zoog). They claim that much of the research process exploits Native Americans
and other Indigenous peoples, because these peoples are viewed onry as research
subjects. Also, the knowledge that such research produces is neither accessible nor
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of benefit to rhe community being studied. Joe Garcia, president of the National

Congress of American Indians, notes, "Historically,'researchers, and anthloPolo-

gists have visited our communities to extract information from us, frequently mis-

interpreting and misusing it, and have minimized the validity of our Indigenous

knowledge" (Garcia zoo9, r). The recent disPute between Arizona State University

(ASU) and the Havasupai tribe over blood samples obtained for diabetes research

demonstrates the concerns that Indigenous communities have with research. In

the Havasupai case, an anthropologist and a genetic researcher initiated a study

of diabetes that involved blood samples. The samples were later used for research

not related to understanding and solving the community's diabetes concerns. The

community never gave their consent for their blood to be used in additional studies.

After nearly a decade of disagreement and investigation, ASU paid the Havasupai

tribe a settlement of $7oo,ooo (Harmon zoro). In comments about the case, lribal

members made it clear that they were not against research, but simply that it must

be done appropriately. They spoke about the ways that the research benefited the

scholars who conducted it but did nothing to help the Havasupai community' In

fact, as several tribal members noted, it harmed the community. It produced infor-

mation that was in contradiction to their traditional oligin stofies. The research

may even hurt the tribe's land claims.

To address outcomes such as this, scholars and communities call for research

that is community-driven and that Produces results relevant for the communi-

ties involved. Many scholars go further to argue for a decolonizing approach to

research that aims to resolve some of the long-standing tensions between research-

ers and communities (Bishop 1998; Smith r9g9)2ooo)zoo5,zooílDenzin, Lincoln,

and Smith zoo8; Soto zoo4; Mutua and S\Madener zoo4).In her book, Decoloniling

Methodologies: Research and Indigenous Peoples, Linda Tuhiwai Smith both ana-

lyzes the problems with exploitative research practices and outlines the need for

developing a set of "decol onizilTgmethodologies." As Smith defines it, decoloniz-

ing research does not involve "a total rejection of all theory or research of Westefn

knowledge. Rather, it is about centering our concerns and world views and then

coming to know and understand theory and research from our own PersPectives

and for our own purposes" (tyyq, n).
Approaches to decolonizing archaeology and postcolonial critiques have

gained momentum in recent years (for example, LtaIay zoo6; Liebmann and

Rizvi zooS; Schmidt zoog; Rizvi and Lydon zoro; Smith and Wobst 2oot).

Applied to archaeology, decoionizing centers research on Indigenous con-

cerns and concepts about the past (for examPle, see Atalay 2oo7' 2oo8b). It also

identifies effective research models for working in partnership with, by, and for

Indigenous communities (Atalay zoo6). CBPR is a central part of a decoloniz-

ingapproach to archaeological research, because it provides a methodology that

is both rigorous and ethically minded, while also being community-driven and

involving community members in a respectful, participatory way that values

them as research Partners.

The result is that archaeological knowledge is produced in full partnership

v¡ith communities and aimed at addressing their research concerns and questions.

Applying a CBPR model to archaeology resolves some of the tensions between

archaeologists and members of Indigenous communities. My comparative analyses

of a number of archaeological CBPR projects shows how CBPR is "able to resolve

the permanent tension between the process ofknowledge generation and the use of

that knowledge, between the 'academic' and the real worlds, between intellectuals

and workers, befween science and life" (Vio Grossi r98o,7o).

Interest in CBPR has come not only from the academic world. Native

American communities, many of whom had negative reactions to research of

any kind, are invoived in creating knowledge that benefits their communities

using a CBPR approach. The National Congress of American Indians Policy

Research Center provides an excellent example. The Policy Research Center is

a tribally driven think tank that supports American Indian self-determination by

compiling data, building tribal research capacity, providing research support,

and convening forums on critical policy questions. Its website presents a series

of modules about the research process written for Native American community

use and developed through dirèct community involvement and feedback. The

modules recommend a community-based participatory research model as a way

for American Indian people to claim research as a tool for themselves. The mod-

ules explain how to conduct research in harmony with core tribal values while

building community capacity (National Congress of American Indians Policy

Research Center zoog).

FIVE ARCHAEOLOGICAL CBPR
PROJECTS

The comparative analysis of archaeological CBPR presented in this book is

grounded in theory, but it also stems from something more than abstract concepts

or decolonizing theories. It is grounded in practical necessity. I needed to identify

a working process for conducting collaborative research in the places where I am

from and where I work. Initially, I hoped to develop and create research that could
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be done with, by, and for the local residents in Turkey. They are the ones most

impacted by the excavations and cuJtural tourism taking place in their communities

near the archaeological site of Çatalhöyük.

This research started as a two-year postdoctoral study funded by the National

Science Foundation. I aimed to document the collaborative process from the earli-

est planning stages in very different locations. My hope was to gain a better under-

standing of the problems and challenges archaeologists and community partners

face in conducting community-based research and how these might be minimized

or even resolved. I also hoped to understand how CBPR methodologieò might
allow for more culturally effective means of sharing archaeological knowledge

once it was produced.

To move from theory to practice and to address how CBPR can be applied

to archaeology on the ground-through fieldwork-I conducted compararive

research using CBPR methods in different settings. These compararive proiecrs

helped me understand how to use a CBPR methodology within an archaeological

context. All Êve projects have been developed and are being conducted in partner-

ship with communities from the United States and Turkey. Each followed a dif-
ferent path to its development, and each set out to achieve different goals. But all

share the common thread ofhaving been developed and conducted in full partner-

ship with a community, using the principles and methodoiogy of community-based

participatory research. The projects also share a commitment to reciprocity. That
is, each addresses community goals, while ar rhe same time providing information

that serves my primary research goal, which is to better understand the potential

of CBPR in archaeology.

çATÀLHOYUK CBPR PROJECT

The first CBPR project was organized with nìral village residents near the

archaeological site of Çatalhoytik, Turkey (see Map r). I had worked at

Çatalhöyük as an archaeologist studying clay materials and cooking processes

for nearly ten years, and I had developed close connections with local residents

who lived nearby and worked on-sire. This made Çatalhöyük an ideal choice to

begin a research partnership. The project involved working with local educa-

tors, community leaders, and village residents to develop research partnerships

that make aspects of the research at Çatalhöyük accessible and useful to local

communltles,

Using long-established contacts from previous ethno-archaeology work in the

region, I worked with residents from six nearby towns and villages (Küçükköy, Çumra,

Easrern Mediterranean region. The Çatalhöyük site, in

south-central Turkey, is marked with'a star.

Karkrn, Abdrtolu, DedemoSlu, and Hayrro[lu) (see Map z) to develop a communiry

based participatory research design. These communities were chosen as potential part-

ners because oftheir close geographic connection to the Çatalhöyiìk site.

Building on Bartu's work (1999, z.ooo, zoo6) with the local communities around

çatalhciyük, I originally aimed to put together a team of archaeologists and local

community members. Together, we would develop a series of regular communiry

meetings that would create a rwo-way sharing of information about the research at

çatalhc;yUk. Local communities would participate in designing some of the research

questions that they, in partnership with archaeologists, would investigate. The aim

was to expand the concept of "1þs si1s"-¿ rnethod that Bartu advocates (Bartu zooo,

Bartu Candan zoo6). The idea was to involve local communities in the Çatalhöyük
research by working with local residents to develop and answer research quesrions

that meet communiry needs.

In zoo6, I initiated the project by conducting a series of interviews with residents

from the six local communities I just named. I had hoped these interviews could identifit

the level of interest that community members had in archaeology and the roles they

might like to have in archaeological research at the site. However, communiry members
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çatalhciyük and the surrounding town and villages.

told me that tlrey felt they knew far too little to contribute to a community partnership.

Following community needs and suggestions, I continued to talk with local residents

about their interest in the research at çatalhöyük and archaeology generally and about

which next-steps might be appropriate for them to Partner with archaeologists.

The CBPR project developed from the suggestions and ideas raised during

those interviews. The next step focused on creating and distributing archaeological

educational materials to 1ocal residents: a regular newsletter, informational kiosks'

site and lab tours and visits, a comic series for children, and an onsite annual com-

munity festival. They served to educate local children and adults in natural and

fun ways about the archaeological research taking place and what was involved in

managing and protecting the site.

Through regular feedback and input from the local community, the partnership

expanded to include a much wider range of projects. Each built community capacity

for research and fund-raising, while also increasing local involvemenr in the man-

agemerû) protection, and heritage rourism at the Çatalhöyük site. And, we have

a number ofprojects currently in development. A traveling archaeological theater

troupe is now being trained; a women's craft cooperative is using the dig house

buildings (both during and outside of summer field seasons) ro create handicrafts

with archaeological designs to sell in nearby art and tourist markers; an internship

research training program has been created; and a village-based community cultural

heritage board is in place to participare in regional site planning and management

decision making (Atalay zoro). Although this collaboration did not follow the path I
expected and was slow to get starred, it has made incredible strides and conrinues to

grow. Community interest and trust in the research process are expanding.

ZIIBIWING REPATRI,A,TION RESEARCH PROJECT

The second cBPR project that informs this analysis of cBpR methodologies involves

my working partnership with the Zäbiwing Cultural Cenrer. This is a communify-

based organization (cBo) that developed and now directs both a tribal museum and

the cultural society of the Saginaw Chippewa Indian Tribe of Michigan (see Map 3).
Like the Çatalh<;yrik collaboration, this partnership was also an obvious choice, but
for different reasons. I am ojibwe myself and, as an Indigenous archaeologist, I feel

it is important to highlight the perspectives of a Native American community that is

partnering productively in archaeological research. I also wanted to understand the

ways that being a Native American working in a Native American context might
affect the CBPR partnership, possibly in both positive and negative ways.

In stark conrrast to the Çatalhöyük community partnership, my research with
zübiwing got off to a very quick srart. Bonnie Ekdahl, Ziibiwing's direcror ar rhe

time the project started, had a very clear idea about the types ofresearch on which
the center wanted to partner with me. At the top of the list was repatriation research

for the return of Anishinabe ancesrors held by the university of Michigan Museum

of Anthropology. Ziibiwing's goal was to gather archaeological dara about ances-

tral remains thar rhe university had labeled "culturally unidentiÊable" and to work
with tribal historians and spiritual advisors to document the tribal perspective on
the affiliation of the remains.

Ekdahl and her Ziibiwing team wrote a National park Service grant that funded the

initial research for this project, currently in its seventh year. The research started with
meetings between myself, Ekdahl, Shannon Martin (Ziibiwing's cultural educarion
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M-A,P 3.

Midwestern United States with numbered locations indicating key

places discussed in this book: (r) Ziibiwing Center of Anishinabe

Culture & Lifeways in Mt. Pleasant, MI; (z) Flint Stone Street

Ancestral Recovery Project in F1int, MI; (3) Sanilac Petroglyph

site; and (4) Waapaahsiki Siipiiwi Mound in Fairbanks, IN.

specialist, who is now Ziibiwing's director), and William Johnson (Ziibiwing's cura-

tor) to determine the plan for approaching the research. Spiritual leaders and tribal

historians were involved from the outset of the project and provided oral history

teachings about Anishinabe knowledge ofkinship, the need for repatriating ances-

tors, and tribal migrations and occupation of the region where the remains were

found. From the start> we also worked collaboratively with the Michigan Anishinabek

Cultural Preservation and Repatriation Alliance (MACPRA). Formed to address

issues ofrepatriation, this coalition ofNative peoples includes representatives from

state and federally recognized tribes in Michigan.

In conducting research for this project, the group made site visits to three

locations from which ancestral remains had been exhumed through archaeologi-

cal excavations between the rgzos and r96os. The site visits gave the spiritual

leaders and tribal historians the opportunity ro assess the site locations for fur-

ther cultural connections. The project also included a visit to the university of
Michigan to view the ancestral remains and the associated funerary objects that

the tribe was claiming. In addition, our team collaboratively authored and pre-

sented community reports about the research findings and progress. w'e authored

reports and updates for the granting agency. And we made decisions about how

the research should proceed. Such decisions were particularly critical for this

project because of the high degree of resisrance the tribe encountered in their
efforts to repatriate rhese ancestors from the university of Michigan. The tribe
is now preparing to repatriate a portion ofthese remains, but our collaborative

work is ongoing.

ZIIBIWING SÁ.NILÁ,C PETROGLYPH INTELLECTUÀL

PROPERTY PROJECT

This book draws from three additional collaborative projects. Two of these grew
out of the research partnership with the Ziibiwing center, and the third involves
collaboration with the Sullivan county American Indian council, a cBo in south-
ern Indiana. These further research collaborations with the Ziibiwing center are

truly a testament ro rhe potenrial of CBPR methodologies.

The Ziibiwing repatriation research project was well underway when the oppor-
tunify arose for a second collaboration around intellectual properry issues in cultural
heritage. Dr. George Nicholas of Simon Fraser university in British columbia invited
me to participate in a comparative project on intellectual property in archaeology. The

$2.5 million grant from the canadian Social sciences and Humanities and Research

council (ssHRC) funds the Intellectual properry Issues in cultural Heritage
(IPincH) project. IPincH is global in scope and aims ro srudy intellectual properry
issues related to archaeology (Hollowell and Nicholas zoog;IpinClF 20lZ).

zäbiwing provides cultural education for both Native American and nonna-
tive communities. The center hosts an annual summer solstice ceremony and lan-
guage teaching ar rhe nearby petroglyph site in Sanilac, Michigan (see Map 3).
In the Anishinabe language, this site is called elhibügaadek arzn-teachings on
stone. In initial discussions with Ziibiwing's former director, Bonnie Ekdahl,
about intellectual property issues and Ziibiwing's potential inreresr in being part
of the IPincH proje.t, the tribe's role in both protecring and sharing the teachings
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found on the petroglyphs became a central focus of our discussion. Ekdahl had

a clear view of the ways we could Partner to study how to Protect the petro-

glyph teachings and the intellectual property issues involved' Before the e{iòi-

igaadek¿s¿n research got offthe ground, Bonnie Ekdahl stepPed down from her

role as Ziibiwing's director, but the partnership continued under the guidance

of Shannon Martin, Ziibiwing's new director. Martin and I worked together'

along with Ziibiwing's curator, William Johnson, to develop a case study for the

IPinCH project, focusing on protecting the traditional knowledge and imagery of

the Sanilac petroglyphs.

Visitors to this and other rock art sites globally have been known to draw, pho-

tograph, or even use the images they see at these sacred places for economic pur-

suits. They have reproduced the images on T-shirts, coffee mugs, iewelry, and

other merchandise. One clear example that we cited in our joint application for

grant funds to support the Sanilac case study involved a visitor who attempted to

use one particular petroglyph from the elhibiigaadek 65in sl¡¿-.¡Il¿ archer-for

commercial puryoses. If this petroglyph site is further developed, it will draw a

grearer number of visitors. Protecting the images and the knowledge and cultural

teachings associated with them will become all the more critical. Through the col-

laborative elhibügaadek asrn intellectual property proiect, we are investigating how

cultural knowledge about this place can be shared, as our Anishinabe ancestors

instructed, while at the same time ensuring that such information is appropriately

protected. A critical component to this research is a tribal management and edu-

cation plan, which is being developed in consultation with tribal members and

spiritual leaders.

The Sanilac petroglyph research is still in the early stages. Together, we have

developed a research design, coauthored a successful grant to fund the project,

and produced all the documents for tribal council review and approval, and for

the university's "human subjects" review process. We have developed a survey

to gain input from several Anishinabe communities. 'W'e are also planning several

workshops with spiritual leaders that will help us consider the most appropriate

approach to protecting the teachings and other intellectual Property related to the

site. Although this project is not complete, the collaboration has already provided

both interesting and useful insights about archaeological CBPR: for example, how

community partnerships grow; how projects build on one another; how to manage

community/university timelines; collaborative grant writing; and the institutional

review board (IRB) review.

¡LINT STONE STREET A

SITE MANÀGEMENT PROJECT

This book draws on yet another project that grew from the partnership between

Zäbiwing and myself. The Flint Stone Street Ancestral Recovery and Site

\tranagement Project started in January zoo8. During the construction of a new

housing development in Flint, Michigan (see Map 3), construction workers inad-

veræntly discovered multiple ancestral remains. The area is part of the tradi-

tional tercitory of the Saginaw Chippewa Indian Tribe of Michigan (SCIT), and

Zübiwingstaff members were called in to consult on behalf of the tribe to develop

a plan for handling the remains. The situation was dire. The remains of multiple

individuals, a mother and baby among them, were unearthed as a backhoe dug

multiple seven-foot-deep foundation trenches for houses that were to be built on

the property. Houses previously located on the property v/ere originally built

in the early r9oos, but they had been abandoned and condemned. To rebuild the

frnatcially troubled area, the Genesee County Land Bank reclaimed the land, tore

down the dilapidated turn-of-the-century houses, and funded the new constmction

as part of a plan to build new homes on the same location.

Federal funds were initially part of the housing development project, but once the

stare archaeologist inspected the site and declared it a major burial ground, construc-

don came to an immediate halt. Federal funding was pulled, and Ziibiwing's staff

was left wondering how they could possibly care for their ancestors in the respect-

ful and dignified way they deserved. Martin and Johnson needed to make a deci-

sion. They saw the ancestral remains scattered among 7t,ooo cubic feet ofback dirt,

mixed in with modern garbage, including diapers, used condoms, and a host of other

dirry refuse. They consulted with spiritual leaders, as well as several archaeologists

including myself, Dr. Beverly Smith, an archaeologist from the local University

of Michigan-Flint Anthropology Department; and two graduate students, Frank

Raslich (a Saginaw Chippewa tribal member) and Nicole Raslich. Ziibiwing pro-

posed a plan to the tribal council to conduct a salvage reburial project relying on the

work of local volunteers and tribal members. Dr. Smith and I would serve as coprin-

cipal investigators, and Frank and Nicole Raslich would work as field supervisors.

Tribal council agreed and funded an initial five-week field season.

Starting in August 2oog,the archaeology team trained and led volunteers and a

small paid crew of tribal members to recover the remains left exposed in the four

massive back dirt piles. My involvement on the ground, in the fieldwork aspect of
this project, was comparatively minimal. I was on-site for only one week in early
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September zoo9. I served as the principal investigator' instructing volunteers on

the cultural protocols for handling human remains and overseeing their work as we

sieved through the soil to recover ancestral remains' elthough my on-site work for

this project was limited, I continue to be involved as a research Partnef during dis-

.t,rrionr, pianning, and decision making about the proiect' Starting in September

2oro, students in a cBPR research methods graduate coulse that I developed and

teach at Indiana university also became involved in the Flint Stone Street project'

Course particiPants gained hands-on experience in CBPR methods by working in

partnership with Ziibiwing to develop a site management plan for the Flint Stone

Street site. This proiect is ongoing as the tribe works to develop a management and

protection plan for the site in partnership with tribal members and Flint residents

and government entities.

WA.A,PÀAHSIIKI SIIPIIWI MOUND PROJECT

The fifth and final GBPR project that informs my research for this book is a Paftner-

ship with the Sullivan county American Indian council (the council), a nonprofit

Native American grouP whose mission includes preserving the Native American

past and educating Native Americans and local residents about it. The council

has roughly seventy members, all residents of Sullivan County' Indiana' and sur-

rounding regions (see Map 3).ln zoo7, the Indiana Michigan Power Company

turned over stewardship offive acres ofland in Fairbanks, Indiana, to the council,

with the understanding that the Council would develop a plan to carc fot and pro-

tect the mound located on the land. The council named the site in the Indigenous

langrrage of the Miami people, Wøapaahsiiki Siipiiwi, after the nearby 
.Wabash

River. The Miami people had a long-term Presence throughout Indiana'

Themoundisdocumentedv¡iththestatearchaeologist,sofficebuthasnotbeen

scientifically investigated. Although I live nearby, I knew nothing of its existence,

and only learned of it after meeting the Council,s president, Reg Petoskey. As a

new faculty member at Indiana University (IU), I knew it was important to develop

connections with the local Native American community and wanted to do so' I

arranged to meet with the council (and other Native American groups in the state)

to discuss developing research partnerships of mutual interest and benefit. council

president,RegPetoskey,informedmeoftheWaapaahsiikisiipiiwimound.He
expressed interest in conducting research there with the vision ofpreserving and

Pfotectingit'Healsosharedhisideaofeventuallydevelopingapublicinterpretive
trail to provide visitors with a place to learn about Indiana's First Peoples' The

Council's long-term plans included developing a communiry museum and youth

center on the site to serve both Indiana's greater Native American community and

the local residents ofthe region'

The Council and I have since worked closely to develop a preliminary research

design for recording and studying the Waøpaahsüki Süpüwi site. our initial scope

of work includes archaeological fieldwork at the site, an oral history project, a

rnanagemeîr and protection plan, and several educational components. Al1 are

being carried out in direct partnership with the Council. Some of the research is

complete, while other aspects are ongoing. We have collaboratively developed an

excellent preliminary research design and put together a grant proposal to help

fund the research. However, we have not yet obtained funding for developing the

inrerpretive trail and educational components ofthe project.

As with the Flint Stone Street project, I incorporated the Waøpaahsüki Siþiiwi

Mound project partnership into my graduate methods course. So,'a significant

portion of the project has been completed without funding, much of it by student

volunteers from a CRM course taught by Dr. Susan Alt, a fellow archaeologist

atIrJ, and graduate students in my CBPR graduate classes. As service-learning

courses, the CBPR classes are designed to provide students with hands-on training

in CBPR, while also providing needed research beneÊts to the Council. One team

ofgraduate students focused on the Ziibiwing Flint Stone Street project. A second

team worked in partnership with the Councìl to develop a detailed research design

and grant proposal. They also carried out the archaeological Êeldwork and worked

on components ofthe oral history and educational portions ofthe project.

We conducted comparative background research on archaeological site man-

agement and protection at heritage sites globally. 'We are using this compara-

tive knowledge to produce a site management and protection plan specific to

Waapaahiiki Siipüwi. We surveyed and mapped the site and the surrounding

area, which enabled us to assess the degree of looting from visible looting pits

on the mound. 'W'e also developed a photographic, audio, and video archive of
the participatory fieldwork process. These data are being shared v¡ith the Indiana

State Archaeology ofÊce as part of the site registration process. Our IU research

team also worked with the Council to collect oral histories about Native American

life in Indiana and the history of the mound that existed in local memory. We also

worked in partnership with local teachers to begin incolporating project results

into the fourth grade curriculum.

Although not complete, this project has yielded very useful information about

CBPR's application to archaeology, particularly in how to incorporate CBPR into

training and the archaeology curriculum.
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COMPARATIVE APPROACH TO

STUDYING ARCHAEOLOGICAL CBPR

With these five projects, I have taken a comParative approach to studying how to

apply CBPR to archaeology' In one project (Çatalhöyük)' I was clearly an outsider;

in th" oth.rr, I have closer cultural connections' Three of the proiects (Ziibiwing

partnerships)arewithacommunity-basedorganizationthatisofficiallypartofa

fede.ully recognized Native American tribe, while the Sullivan County partnership

involvesasmallintertribalcommunity.Instarkcontrast'theÇatalhöyükproject

took place in an international setting and required a large level ofcommunity orga-

nizing with rural, nondescendant local residents living near a site. Each is challeng-

ing 
"na 

comPlex in different ways' All are very interesting for understanding the

challenges with CBPR and how it can be applied to archaeology'

IderivedthequalitativedatalpresentfrommultipleSources:myobservations

and experiences initiating and conducting the five projects; information from inter-

views I conducted with community members during the planning stages of the

ÇatalhöyükCBPRproject;andoneinterviewwithZiibiwing'sdirector'Shannon
Martin. I've also integrated examples ofarchaeological proiects that are collabora-

tive to greater or lesser degrees as well as numerous CBPR examples from outside

archaeology' These include CBPR case studies from the fields of conservation,

forestry and natural resource management' sociology, education' theater and the

arts, and public health.

More input for this research came directly from the classroom' I decided to write

a book to fill a need I found while teaching and training archaeology students'

PublishedexamplesofCBPRfromanarchaeologycontextareextremelylimited.

WhileteachingmyCBPRgraduatemethodscoulse'Ifoundthattheambitious

and bright graduate students I was teaching were repeatedly asking for specific

examplesofCBPRpracticesinarchaeologicalfieldworkandresearch'They

wantedtoknow,forexample:HowdoyoustaftanarchaeologicalCBPRprojectl

How do you work in partnership with a community to develop a research topic of

mutualinterestlHowdoesaCBPRgrantdifferfromastandardNationalScience

Foundation grantì

Since archaeologists study material culture and remains from the Past' they

do not typically see themselves as working with "human subiects'" Thus' they

rarelygothroughthehumansubjectsPfotectionPlotocolsthatareinplaceinuni.

versities.Fewreceivetrainingorhaveexperienceworkingwiththeinstitutional

reviewboard(IRB)process,whichPutStheirresearchproposalsthroughacareful

review to make sure that those being studied are duly protected. Archaeology stu-

dents in the CBPR methods course wanted to know how to navigate this process,

particulaÃybecause community members were going to be directly involved in the

,¿ss¿¡ch-not as "subjects" but as partners.

As evidence for how to apply CBPR to archaeology, I offered practical exam-

ples all through the course, from the fieldwork in the five CBPR proiects with

which I am involved. I wished countless times for a resource that would show how

the principles and benefits of cspn apply to archaeology. I finally decided that the

best way to provide students with such a resource v/as to create it myself.

ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE

TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY

Throughout this book, I Present some successes of conducting archaeological

CBPR, yet I also talk about the complexities, messiness, and questions it leaves

unanswered. I undoubtedly support the theoretical tenets on which it is based. I

also link the approach to a wider paradigm shift in archaeology (and the social

sciences more broadly) to democratize knowledge production and decolonize

the discipline. However, as Wilmsen (zoo8) points out, there is no guarantee

that these aims will be met. A number of important critiques of CBPR leave

lingering questions about its ability to reach its lofty goals. These critiques war-

ranr careful consideration, and I address them throughout the book. Most ofthe

critiques can be overcome. None seem fatal, but they may still be unresolvable.

For these reasons, like Wilmsen, I suggest to those who adopt CBPR, do so

with great care.

The chapters that follow present a range of complex issues for archaeologists to

consider. These are not restricted to the area of "Indigenous archaeology," nor are

they significant only for those working in Native American or Indigenous commu-

nities. The questions community-based research has prompted have broad, global

applicability and are relevant for anyone involved in the practice of archaeology

in the twenty-Êrst century. This book doesn't aim to provide all the answers, but

it does highlight some of the important questions that we need to ask. It warns

ofpossible challenges and provides ideas for integrating CBPR research into any

archaeology project. I do not offer this work as a preset recipe for success but

rather as an outline of CBPR's methodology and rationale. I hope it can provide a

set of lessons learned from multiple experiences with CBPR. Archaeologists and

community members who engage in research partnerships will develop protocols,

t
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Y
strategies, and practices that best fit their local context' The chapters that follow are

meant as tools to guide that Process'

ThearchaeologicalliteraturegivesmanYcasestudiesthatareusefulforfram-

ing any discussion of collaboration and working with communities' I frnd these

examples both inspiring and helpful' Chapter z provides a historical overview of

thedevelopmentofcoÌlaborationwithinthefieldofarchaeology'Thearcofdevel-

opment-ou.rf.o-legallymandatedconsultationtoarchaeologicalprojectsthat

involve communities to varying degrees along a "collaborative continuum"' No

single "prime mover" is responsible for the development of CBPR in archaeol-

ogy. Ru,h"r, multiple factors played ¿ ¡els-5oms from within the discipline' some

from other disciplines, and many from outside the academic world' From Native

American activism and Vine Deloria's critique of anthropology to postmodern

movements within the social sciences more broadly, I outline the major factors

andinfluencesofthisdevelopment.Italkaboutglobalactivismbylndigenous

communities; archaeologists' interests in heritage management and cultural tour-

ism; theoretical concerns with postcolonial and decolonizing methods; and col-

laborativePracticesinotherdisciplines.Allthesearelinkedtothemovetoward

collaboration that we see in contemporary archaeology'

Chapter 3 details the principles and beneûts of a CBPR approach' I examine

five primary concePts: (r) what it means to Pursue a fuily collaborative process'

(z) community participation in research, (3) how to build community capacity'

(a) how to achieve reciprocity in beneficial outcomes' and (5) how to use multiple

knowledge systems'

CBPR has a diverse history that can be traced to the r94os' I present the roots

and development of GBPR, including Paolo Freire's work in adult literacy educa-

tioninBrazilandMylesHorton'sinvolvementinthelaborandcivilrightsmove-

ments in the united Srates. Some question the ability of practitioners of GBPR and

other forms of what has been rermed "activist scholarship" (Hale zoo8) to maintain

objectivityandproducerigorousresults.ThischapterdiscussestheactionasPects

of cBpR and the value it places on social change and democratizing knowledge'

These values are, ir turns out, fully suPPoftive of research rigor and obiectivity'

The chapter closes by raising some of the primary critiques of CBPR: How do we

define and fepfesent "the community"l How much time will it take to carfy out the

research this wayì How muc h authentic power can communities take on in research

partnershipsl

For archaeologists and commúnities who want to develop a community-based

project. one of the most imPortant concerns is practical: How are CBPR proiects

startedl How do archaeologists initiate collaborative relationships with com-

rnunitiesl And how can communities find suitable academic partnersl Chapter 4

provides tangible approaches for establishing and sustaining community research

partnerships. I detail some key elements for creating positive connections within a

community. The chapter also discusses how to broaden participation to include a

wide spectrum of community members.

CBPR projects are not started or built in the same way or with the same goals

in mind. The CBPR projects I conducted in Turkey and North America followed

quite different paths. In North America, both communities had a clear vision of

the questions and topics they wanted to investigate. In Turkey, members pf local

villages seriously undervalued their own knowledge and felt they had nothing to

contribute to a community research project. These different experiences provide

useful guidance on how to establish a partnership-from the ground up; with

community-based organizations; in large, diverse communities; and with multiple

stakeholders. Very often, archaeologists may wish to integrate a CBPR compo-

nent into a current fieid project, yet this can entail a complex process of shifting

priorities and adjusting established relationship dynamics.

The concrete examples of the chapter are juxtaposed with a theoretical discus-

sion about how to define communities: who forms them, how they are defined, who

defines them, and who has the right to speak on behalf of the group. Politics, fac-

tions, and community divisions are inevitable and can have detrimental effects on a

CBPR project. These topics are addressed in this chapter as well. To deal with these

challenges, I emphasize building cultural competency and understanding the social

and political context in which potential community research partners operate.

The early, foundational steps of creating a working relationship with a com-

munity partner strongly affect the trajectory and long-term success of the proj-

ect. Patterns ofinteraction and daily working practices form during this opening

phase of the research, and they can be hard to change later on. Chapter 5 iden-

tifies multiple factors important for building a strong foundation for successful

archaeological CBPR. Some of these factors include establishing trust and a sense

of like-mindedness, clarifying timelines, and understanding each other's goals and

expectations. Qualitative methods, including ethnographic skills, play an impor-

tant role in CBPR. They are particularly useful in assessing a community's interest

and level of commitment to a research partnership as well as for identifying topics

to investigate. These methods are also valuable for identifying areas of potential

ç6¡flis1-çþ¿¡ged topics that require extra awareness and sensitivity. I address

each ofthese subjects and use examples from the Çatalhöyük project.
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In short, the bulk of ChaPter t focuses on the comPlexities of transitioning from a

conventional) researcher-driven approach to more participatory Processes-making

decisions in partnership ¡r,ith communities. I also carefully consider human-subject

protocols and research permission Processes' particularly tribal IRBs' governing

councils, communiry consent' and university IRB requirements'

with CBPR, developing an archaeological research design has many stePs:

determining research questions in participatory ways' finding methods for answer-

ing those quesdons that are particiPatory as well' formulating an approach to

interpreting data, and devising a plan for disseminating ¡s5ul¡5-¿g¿i¡' all done

in inclusive, ParticiPatory' power-balanced ways' These are familiar steps for

archaeologists; however, the daily practice ofcarrying out these steps changes sub-

stantïally when communities become research Partners' Chapter 6 focuses on the

themes that emerge in the day-to-day Process of identifying research questions and

developing communiry-based research desrgns'

As shared decision making becomes part of daily practice' archaeologists

find that open dialogue and frequent communication figure prominently in their

researchskillset.Chapter6givesexamplesthatdemonstratethispoint.Italso

highlightshowimportantitistobuildflexibilityintocommunity-basedresearch

designs, while also remaining flexible throughout the research planning process' In

many cases) particularly in working with Indigenous communities' CBPR research

designswillincludeasetofculturalprotocolsandpracticesthatmustbefollowed

duringdatacollection,analysis,oratotherpointsintheresearchprocess'Because

this is so important, I cover the process of formulating such protocols'

The chapter concludes with an in-depth discussion of what I have termed

community-based archaeological education' I detail how to develop educational

materials about archaeology using a CBPR approach'

In Chapter 7, the focus turns toward gathering and interpreting data and pre-

sentingr.rrrltrtoscholarlyandpublicaudiences'Archaeologistshavebeenquite

successful at involving members of the public in archaeological fieldwork' This

chapterprovidesexamplesofsomeofthose,.bestPractices'''Italsoshowshowto

makefieldandlabProcessesparticiPatory,sothatcommunitymembersarefully

engaged in both data collection and analysis' Community research teams and local

internship Programs are two approaches that I highlight' Chapter 7 also shows

how researchers-afchaeologists and community members-can use participa-

tory freld and lab experiences to build research capacity within communities'

SomeofthemostcomplexissuesthatarchaeologistsfaceinconductingCBPR

relate to data interpretation: Do we give primacy to one interpretation over

anotherl How are conflicts between community interpretations and those of the

scholar best approachedl And how might conflicts of interpretation productively

be addressedl These are challenging issues, and the CBPR literature does not

provide any easy solutions.

To address this challenge, I present the idea of "braided knowledge."

Community knowledge interfwines with archaeological data to create new and

richly textured interpretations ofthe past. The braided knowledge concept poses

an alternative to multivocal approaches, adding to the complexities of interpreting

and presenting data. Archaeologists and community members often have differ-

ent goals and desired outcomes for research. These goals and outcomes -áy .rr.n
conflict. Even within a community, diverse goals and views surround the types of
data that people see as appropriate for publication. Furthermore, participants on all

sides may assume different measures of success. Chapter 8 discusses these issues, as

well as evaluation methods and measures of success.

The field ofarchaeology has made great strides in the past century. I am on board

in supporting the momentum of change for my field. Frankly, I cannot imagine the

archaeology ofthe next century without envisioning a collaborative aspect to the

daily ins and outs ofpractice. Chapter 8 considers the long-term impact and posi-

tive potential of CBPR. Communities, who previously may have had quite nega-

tive reactions to research of any kind, have utilized CBPR to create knowledge that

beneÊts their communities. This constitutes a major shift for the discipline.

For Indigenous peoples, I argue that CBPR can provide a mechanism through

which communities can claim research as a tool that they can conduct in harmony

with core tribal values. This powerful point links CBPR to a broader project of
decolonization within Indigenous communities. In Chapter 8, I highlight some of
the outcomes and benefits of the Êve CBPR projects as well as some of the benefits

to the discipline of archaeology.

Community benefits vary. They include (re)engaging the community with site

management and protection, developing new cultural tourism and heritage man-

agement programs, and gaining the right to rebury ancestors. Some added benefits

were not as expected, such as creating an archaeological community theater troupe,

providing a school for young girls who wouldn't otherwise have access to educa-

tion, and using archaeology to build a community health clinic. Again, major shifts

in archaeological practices.

Chapter 8 also addresses research ethics and student training. I argue that CBPR

decenters some of the current archaeological ethics principles and refocuses the

ethics discussion through a new lens. Fluehr-Lobban (zoo3) calls for anthropology
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to move beyond an ethic of "do no harm" toward one of "doing some good." The

chapter highlights the ways that CBPR contributes to a "do some good" ethic. It

also considers how archaeology ethical codes and guidelines might be reenvisioned

as a result of collaborative practice and CBPR approaches.

In the end, though, the effects and benefits of CBPR can impact archaeology

only if students learn the principles and techniques and are trained how to move

abstract, theoretical concepts of collaboration and reciprocal community part-

nership into the work of daily, on-the-ground, dirt archaeology. Chapter 8 aims

to open that dialogue. I explore how to integrate CBPR into the archaeology

curriculum of the twenty-first century.

TWO Origins of Community-Based

Research in Archaeology

In contemporary archaeology, heritage management, community and joint stew-
ardship, culrural tourism, and accessibility of archaeological knowledge combine
with more traditional areas of archaeological excavation and survey work to form
new and exciting directions of inquiry. Now pervading archaeological research,

collaboration is woven into many theoretical discussions, publications, and on-
the-ground practices. This convergence is garnering archaeologists, interest and
attenÍon.

collaborative approaches with descendant and local communities are not lim-
ited to newer topics of archaeological inquiry, though, but are also having an
impact on more established areas of archaeological research. Not all projects will
work effectively as collaborations. In some cases, cBpR may not be appropriate
or feasible. Yet the influence and importance that the collaborative concept has
for contemporary practice is undeniable. colraboration is proving to be a critical
component for the archaeology of the twenty-first cenury.

Around the globe, Indigenous peoples are asserting their rights and respon-
sibilities to care for and interpret archaeologicar places and materials. Indeed,
the paradigm shift is already "well underway" toward inclusive and community-
based approaches to studying Native American and Indigenous topics. we can
expect that collaboration will not only retain a central place in archaeology but
will also grow and become further elaborated and nuanced in the years and
decades to come.

L
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